THINKING BIG WITH A HOLISTIC CONCEPT: UNIFORM AND INTEGRATIVE SPACE SOLUTION WITH MADE-TO-MEASURE SLIDING DOORS

Between showing and concealing, between functionality and visual elegance: with made-to-measure individual concepts, an optimal use of space in both the entire width and height of the room is possible. In this plan, LEICHT breaks with the classic representation of a kitchen with individual niches and wall units in favour of a harmonious living kitchen: large expanses of fronts and floor-to-ceiling sliding doors in the premium surface programme STEEL ensure a luxurious overall effect. In combination with the multifunctional, walk-in “room-in-room” concept, this kitchen and space scenario exudes calm and elegance. Cooking and living are inextricably linked here thanks to the uniform effect of materials, colour and space – a core competency of the architectural brand LEICHT, which imagines kitchen and living beyond the confines of individual rooms.

Connected from head to toe: floor-to-ceiling sliding doors in the kitchen living area

A gentle move to the side and everything looks different: large-format sliding doors effectively make practical storage space and shelving in the kitchen disappear. In this kitchen scenario, the movable fronts, when closed, form a uniform overall picture with a subtly steel shimmering effect: the attractive STEEL surface uses the concept of material accents in finely brushed steel, the effect of which is emphasised by the dark colour tone “ferro”. The new 28 mm sliding doors can be fitted flush with the ceiling and, if required, clad with the material of the particular kitchen programme; they can be ordered in any individual size and are available in virtually all surfaces of the LEICHT portfolio.
The combination with filigree shelves results in a rhythmic interplay of closed and open areas, providing space for useful utensils and the occasional ornament.

**Free-standing cube providing maximum functionality: the homely “room-in-room” solution**

Harmoniously integrated in the kitchen plan in size, shape and material, the “room-in-room” concept is a shape-giving element with a clever character. From compartments and shelving to cutlery trays, practical container boxes and an integral washing machine: as walk-in, luxurious storage space, this customisable solution offers space inside for numerous functions as well as the opportunity to accommodate virtually every personal desire and requirement. From the outside, open shelving in the wall creates a homely effect which perfectly complements the adjacent kitchen scenario. Taking up and continuing the materials of the kitchen, the room within the room has formal, design repetitions which visually support this holistic concept.

Thank you in advance for sending us a courtesy copy on publication.